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... AND GET AREALJOB!
The time to start thinking about your'
career is today. For some help, turn to
Features, page 5.

I--

EDITORIAL
One public relations victory equals a loss for
alL Editor-in-chiefMatt Forsythe says The
Current lost the big story.
FEATURES
Sixty-seven private businesses and federal and
state employers are coming to campus this week
for Career Days.
SPORTS
Rlvermen soccer team splashes mud on Missouri Valley Vikings in 3-0 win.
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'Sexy Legs IT' sign could mean a day in court for fraternity
by Matt Forsythe
ed~or-in-chief
The tug-of-war betWeen Sigma Pi
.'and a student on campus that wishes to
reprimand the group for their "Sexy
Legs" sign continues.
If Sigma Pi loses the fraternity. will
be in Student Court Tuesday the 27
listening to charges of a letter of com- . '
. plaint issued by the student.
. 1be incident springs from a sign
. that Sigma Pi posted on Wednesday
Sept. 7 advertising their "Sexy Legs"
. contest. The artwork on the sign was
deemed offensive by many students
and faculty on campus. Because of
these complaints the Universi tY ordered _
the fraternity toremove the sign, remove

Tonya Hutchinson

any flyers about the event, and write a
letter of apology to the Women's
Center. SigmaPi fulfilled these requests
by 5 p.m. on Sept. 8, as the University '
requested.
TonyaHutchinson, the student who
is making formal charges against the
fraternity, said the University in effect
let the fraternity get away with only a
slap on the wrist.
She said that is the reason that she '
took the matter to the Student Court.
"My understanding is that the
University said,Oh you did a bad thing
boys and don't do it again. That is
nothing," said Hutchinson.
"I don't think they were reprimanded atall. What about all the women
on campus angry and upset, there is

nothing being done about that."
Hutchinson suggested that the
fraternity's reprimand take the fonn of
a public apology to all of the women on
campus.
"It should be as publicly known as
the [Sexy Legs] sign,"Hutchinson said.
"My suggestion is to make a sign the
same size with an apology on it."
Hutchinson originally brought her
problem with the sign to the Student
Government Association Office on
Sept. 7. A member of Student Government Association then directed her to
make a complaint to the Student Court.
A letter with her complaint was filed
wim the court on Sept. 9, 1994.
The timing of the complaint and
many other points of the Student Court's
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by Clint Zweifel

other Winter semester courses or took
delayed grades, which are now completed. (Delayed grades are given when
a student has missed enough clMses
that he or she cannot complete the class
work by the end of the semester. It

Fuhro Case File

Bond Issues may fall short of intended destination
Chancellor vents frustration du.ring State of the University Addr~ss
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

Picture this: Your entire family has
voted that you should receive a check
for $16 million next month, and you
can start paying on that shiny, red
POTSche 944 anytime thereafter.
Then, a voice from above--possibly a politician--shouts, ''Wait one
minute."
Essentially, that is the scenario UMS1. Louis has been provided with
compliments of Mel Hancock and his
Hancock II proposal, which could cut a
good-size hole in the University's
pockets.
.
Just last month, voters approved a
bond issue that allocates $64 million ill
the University of Missouri (UM) system, including $16 million to UM-St.
Louis. The money was supposed to be
used to begin phase one of the
University's master plan.
''We have had discussions with
some property owners, but will take no
action until after the November elections," said Chancellor Blanche Touhill
at the Chancellor's State of the University Address last Wednesday.
Touhill said passage of the Hancock
II amendment would reduce the
University's annual pperating budget
by as rnuch as $12 m:;llion.

"Understandably, (Missouri) Gov.
Mel Carnahan has said he will not issue
the bonds if Hancock II is approved,"
she said. "It is my belief that a reduction of this magnitude would likely
require both student fee increases and
personnel cuts."
The Chancellor did have some
encouraging news to report in her adf
dress.
Touhil! has been hinting for some
while that UM-St. Louis is about to
receive a major contribution. Wednesday, she confIrmed that the University
has established its second and third
endowed professorships, both in the
area of education.
An endowed professorship in
nursing was announced last spring at
the Chancellor's Report ill the Community.
A gift of $550,000 from the Des
Lee Foundation will make possible the
construction of the Regional Institute
for the Advancement of Science EduPhoto: Monica Senecal
cation. The third professorship is an
endowed professorship in citizenship . CONGRATULATIONS: Richard Rosenfeld, associate Criminology proeducation, also to be funded by a gift of fessor, receives an award from Chancellor Blanche Touhill at the State
$550,000 from an anonymous donor.
of the University Address last week.
.
The Chancellor said the new
"Within the first six years of the rooms of schools that serve 60,000
institue will marshal community resources, interest and resolve to imple- program, we expect to train 1,200 students from kindergarten through
ment a strategic plan to enhance sci- teachers and introduce a broadly tested,
see ,Touhill, page 4
hands-on curriculum into the cIassence literacy.

hearing are very important details to caller did not explain the charges.
"The only thing that the people
Tom O'Keefe.
were
told was that [the hearing] had
O'Keefe is a Sigma Pi member
something
to do with the sign,"
who has been selected by the president
O'Keefe said.
of the fraternity,
O'Keefe said
Frank Meyer, to
that because of
spearhead their
this the fraternity
defense.
"My
understanding
does not have
still
O'Keefe, in
any
knowledge
of
a letter addressed
is that the University
what the formal
to campus offisaid, 'Oh; you did
charges are which
cials and SGA
were brought
bad thing boys and
representatives,
against Sigma Pi.
said the manner
don't do it again.'
O'Keefe also
and time that the
That is nothing."
cited an "instance
Student Court
notified the fra- Tonya Hutchinson of double jeopardy" because the
ternity about the
fraternity
had alhearing violates
ready
met
the
federal law .
O'Keefe pointed out that as of sanctions imposed by the University
Thursday, Sept. 22, the fraternity had after the sign came down.
Acting Chief Justice Steve Bartok,
received no written charges. O'Keefe
said that on Tuesday, Sept. 21 the fra- the student who called Sigma Pi, said
terni ty had received two phone calls on that,"[The hearing] does not meet the
the hearing. O'Keefe said the caller requirements of double jeopardy."
told them the their hearing date was 2
page 4
p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 27, but the

a

.see Sign,

Duck, Duck, Goose!

Photo: Monica Senecal

UM-ST. LO UIS DUCK PA TROL: The dreary change of weather last
week didn't appear to bother these campus residents.

St. Louis community hits
home run ; Private gifts
increase 70 percent
University of Missouri-St. Louis
has created with the SL Louis
Community the past three years."
Since fiscal year 1991, the
Osborn said many people are
amount of private gifts UM-St. responsible for the increase, but
Louis receives has increased 70 one person in particular.
percent. It was reported that UM"The 70 percent increase in
St Louis received $4,504,000 iri giving was the result of the comfiscal year 1994, whichismorethan bined efforts of Chancellor
a nine percent increase from last (Blanche) Touhill, University Refiscal year.
lations staff and the deans and
Of the remaining three camfaculty of each school and college,"
puses, UM-Rolla has shown the Osborn said. "Together we have
second largest increase with a 26 demonstrated to corporations and
percent jump over fLSCal year 1991. individuals the relevance of our
It reached $6,222,00J in private programs and the need to support
for fiscal year 1994. UM-Co- them.
lumbia, the largest school in the
"Chancellor Touhill deserves
system, reached $19,421,00J this much credit. She is personally intical year, an increase of .7 percent volved in all facets of fund raising.
from fiscal year 1991. UM-Kansas Herpositionon several community
City raised $8,361,(XX) in fiscal year and corporate boards has been in1994, an increase of 3.9 percent valuable in our success."
from fiscal year 1991, but an 18
The alumni association at UMpercent drop off from fiscal year Rolla understands the need to in1993.
crease private gifts, and has done
Kathy Osborn, vice chancellor so by making the word known.
for University Relations at UM -S t
Don Brackhahn, executive vice
Louis, said the University is devel- president of the Missouri School of
oping a stronger relationship with Mines-UMR Alumni Association,
the St Louis community. '
said the fIrst item responsible for
"I believe that President the increase is the added attention
Russell's report on private gifts ilGifts, page 4
lustrates the strong connection the

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

guts

see
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C .I,.t.SS.IEIED.S.,...
Classified Advertising Polley
Paid classified advertising receives priority over free classified orders. All orders should
be mailed to ·Cory and Julie",
clo The Current, 8001 Natural
Bridge. Drop boxes for orders
are located in Lucas Hall (next
to EveningColiege) and at1he
offices of The Current, 7940
Natural Bridge. All studentJfaculty orders must include name
and student/staff number on
separate! same sheet. All students currently attending UMst. Louis may advertise free of
charge.

.....
COLORADO
A

K

U FRH INFORMATlON AND RESERVATlONS

1·800 ·SUNCHASE
NOBODY ODES SKI BREIlKS BETTER!

The Current Classified Order Form

r--------------------~
For Sale! Help Wanted / P e r s o n a l s .
FREE FOR
CLASSIFICATION

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

STUDENT •

TEXT:

FOR SALE
Smith Corona Typewriter with
memory and dictionary. (XD5500)
$150. Call 970-1755.
SOFA with Queen size sleeper,
loveseat, chair, and ottoman- brown!
beige. $250.00 Call Jeff or Yvette at
441-0724.

If you're only looking for a

JOB don't read on.

WANTED

We're looking for the rare person who can recognize the
opportunity for a head start in one of the most rewarding
. professions. A col/ege internship with Northwestern
Mutual Ufe could be the break you've been hoping for.
You'll be your own boss, get paid for your productivity and
gain practical business experience. Potential for full-time
career aftergraduation. Ifyou're an achievement-oriented
jr., sr., or grad student, call:

WANTED: CAREERS in investment
banking, managment consulting,
marketing, media/entertain. What are
they really like- not recruiters BS.
Siminoff and Associates published
guides producedby students rece ntly
out of business school."ON THE
FRONT LINES" Send $24.95 each
w/$3.50 S&H: Siminoff and Assoc.
Div.2400 101 First SI. Ste.241 Los
Altos, CA 94022 Questions? 7311839

FOil OFFICE UIE OHL.Y
IBlUE:

w____________________ u
The dropoffboJl

IS

at The Cunenl office bJikfing al 7940 Nab.rrat Bmge next to the International House.

HELP WANTED

scon Underwood at 539-0869

FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 dif1erent fu ndraisers lasting either 3 or 7
days. No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal cash bonuses for you rself. Call 1·800-9320528, Ext. 65.

YOUR 5-IN-1 STORE

WISH TO PURCHASE used mountain bike or dirt bike. Must be a small
bike. Call Matt at 553-5183.

ALARMS • STEREOS - ACCESSORIES
PARTS -INSTALLATION

Remote Alarms w/Panic Switch
and Impact Sensor as low as *$119.98

We have
discounts to help

the cost of

r

RESEARCH
IFORMATIIN
Largest Ubrary of information in U. S..
aM subjects

.

Order Calalog Today wilitVisa I MC or COD

a• BOO-351-0222
WWr.
,i }G
or (310) 477-822& .

Or. rush $2.00 10: Resean:h Information

11322ldaho Ave .. # 206 A Los Angeles. CA90025

PERSONALS
TO THE ANONYMOUS THIGHHIGH, BLACK SHEER STOCKINGED LEGS STROLLING BEHIND
LUCAS HALL WED. 14SEPT.10:.55
AM: Will you marry me??? I own a
mansion and a yacht. A mansion
and a yacht.
-MMMmmman

Allstate has car insurance discOlmts
thal can ~lp you save money.
Which discolUlts do you qualify for?
Give us a call and find out

JiIn McCorkle
878-1698

Allstate-~~

4656 Dr. MartinL uther King Dr. • St. Louis, MO 63113

You're in good hands.

PlllOH SALES EXCllJDE D· NO OTHFR DICOUNTS ALLOWED ' SALE ENDS OCT ~5

"""""' ........ "-._11.

loW .. _

Shirley
Gardens

! PREPARE YOURSELF FOR
THE GLOBAL MARKET

~ UMSL ~ffers business

zVacancies
800 sq. feet, 2 Bedrooms,
Spacious,
Newly Decorated

~- internships in LONDON

car insurance.

:.' 535-6163

MISSOUAt NA nVE AMERICAN
WILD FLOWERS Non-credit Con-.
tinuing Education Class. Oct. 1- Slide
Show in J.C. PENNY 222. Oct. i,
Field Trip to MO Arboretum. Plant.
and seeds included! Only $20! Call
553-5971 to register with Mastercard,
Vise., or Discover. Fqr more info:
Linda Barteau 830-0642.

~

you drive down

DISTRIBUTORS OF AUTO PARTS,
ALARMS AND ACCESSORIES SINCE 1931

AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD
DRIVE

EASY WORK- EXCELLENT PAY
Mailing Products - - - - Send SASE to: INTL
2221 Peachtree Road N.E.
Suite D-415
Atlanta, GA 30309

10 Minutes from

• gain excellent EXPERIENCE working
in prominent companies

Campus
NEW: Stove, Carpet,

• earn 12 CREDITS towards your degree

Frost Free Refrigerator,
and Dishwasher.

• obtain CROSS CUL rURAL UNDERSTANDING
vital for to day's business world

Id~~

zStudents

Stop by 304A SSB for more info or call

Ask For Sharon

553-6497
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practical assistance .
• ALL services FREE and confidential

How to
interview

Brentwood 962-5300· Ballwin 227-2266· Bridgeton227-8775
St. Charles 724-UOO • South City 962-3653· Midtown 946-4900

After Hours Call: 1-800-550-4900

We Care.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.'
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
,-::---~~

Any nurse who just wants a job can

an Army officer, you'll command the .

find one. But if you're a nurs-

•

out even
out

WI

with your level of experience. As

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added·

·command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

. a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'l! be well in com-

patients and .responsibilities commensurate

mand of your Iile Caill-SOO-USA ARMY

. ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE AU YOU CAN BE.

.

. :; .

:'.•..

'::,",

.:....

::-....

.-----~--------------------------------------------------------,.

The Difference Between
An Original And AFake.
Life here is quality addressed ..
Our residents enjoy a style of living that's an artful
, blending of comfort'and convenience. No wonder so
many other apartments communities imitate us!
Move here and come home to a picture-perfect
apartment where every detail is attended.
Included, too, are a wealth of fabulous features that
make your life more enjoyable. Master the art
of living well... at a price that's too good to pass up.

426-1638

~

On Lindbergh
near 1-70
. L -______
____

~

tit.

1-170 & St
Charles Rock Rd.
Narural Bridge
__
__________
______

____________

______

~

429-5609
1-170 &

~

291-5650

~

San Rafael
Townehomes

~

'Plus $4.95 for shipping and handling.

Springwood
Apartments

~

.ibtY·1NETI

~

5% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Northwest Village
Apartments

~

OK, graduate-to-he. You can get Up' early or you can get CareerlNET"
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your CareerlNET
enrollment kit-a preprogrammed disk 'and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions-is $99.95 * To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.

EDITOR
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One public relation's
victory equals loss for all
by Matt Forsythe
editor-in-chief
I hate to admit losing.
Last August, I !et a very important
story slip through my fmgers.
The story was about the problems
the Student Government Association
(SGA) was having with Student Activities. Early Oil, several members of
SGA made it clear to me that they
wanted The Current to report on the
conflict
Then, after the second meeting,
.everyone went silent
In the first issue of the
year, I ranted and raved
about first amendment
rights etc. Now that I can
look at the whole situation
with some perspective, I
know there is one person
that could have done a
better job.
-That person is me.
1-should have obtained on-thepeople while
record comments
the incident was still brewing. I should
have taken the time to interview each
member of SGA and obtain all the
details of the problems. This would
have facilitated a better story .
The administration won the battle
and the war on this issue.
The Curren! lost We ran the biggest story in history (damn near onehalf page) about not getting a story.
Remember the Cowboys and Bills
last year. We were the Bills. As the
editor-in-chief, I take full responsibility.
The administration handled the
public relations on this issue perfectl y.
No complaints became part of public
record. Any embarrassing issues were
taken care of in a effective and quiet
manner. They won. We lost
This defeat, however mad it made
me, is not the point though. If SGA and
Student Activities worked toward
nWdng things easier and better for the
students and student groups on campus, that is the whole point Making
things work. better on campus is the
reason both the groups exist.
The only problem presented, resulting from the administration's victory, is that they might have been too
concerned about keeping things quiet
I can only imagine the question and
answer loop a reporter arid a member of
the administration might get into when
the joint statemenr comes out
Reporter: "Have you made progress
on the problems?"
Adrninistral:ion: "Yes, wearehawY
to report we have."
Reporter: "What were the prob-

from

~.

!ems?"
Administration: "There are no
problems. We cleared them up during
the meeting."
Reporter: "Yes, but what were the
problems, and what kind of progress
did you make?"
Administration: "Didn't you read
the joint statement. There are no prob- .
lems," and so on.
Hopefully the joint statement will
fully explain the situation. Ifitdoesn't,
what is to stop this same situation from
arising next year with the new SGA.
Without a record of the
problems, how can we
avoid them in thefuture.
People's memories will
not do the trick ..This is
why the founding fathers
took the time to write the
Constitution.
Now I'm not going
to jump on the
bandwagon of free-speech and start
hooting and hollering about how everything should be out in the open. 1'm
not going to stage a sit-in on the Vice
Chancellor's office and wear a "power
to the people" tee-shirt, although I'm
sometimes tempted.
Free speech must be used very
carefully. The misuse of free speech
can be as terrible as the absence of free
speech, but it does exist for a reason .
The point is to use this power wisely
and constructively 10 build a better
society.
Now, thankfully, I have found
someone in the administration that
agrees with me on the issue of free
speech-Lowe "Sandy" MacLean. In
our SlOry about the Sigma Pi sign
issue, Maclean makes it clear, "TIus
has got to be open."
'This is an opportunity to give
both sides an airing of their views." .
'This is a very substantial free
speech issue. The question is, how far
can the University go?" Maclean
I IOtally agree with Maclean on
these views. I assumeMacLean speaks
for the entire administration. The only
thing I might add is that free speech
shouldn't be forgotten when the administration is involved in a conflict.
This issue between Sigma Pi and a
student on campus shouldn't be the
only issue that, "has got to be out in the
open." Our priority should be 10 get
these conflicts and problems out in the
open so that we can work IOward a
better campus and a better world.
When we forget about winning
and everyone's views are out in the
open, then and only then, will we begin
goingdownthatbumpyroadthatIeads
10 a better society.

sam.

.

Voice of the people...

Conflict of interests: 'sexy legs' sign
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the inflarnmatory comments directed at me,
personally, in the last issue of The
Current. (issue 799).
I will tackle Mr. Zweifel's sexist
comments first I couldn't believe the
comparisons he made in that very
poorly written editorial. I think it is
truly sad that he thinks University
Center Expansion is more important
than sexism on our campus I think it
would have been better said if Mr.
Zweifel would have stated that University Center expansion is more important to men than sexism on our
campus.
He also stated the issue of who it
would be important or relative to. He
asks, "Can a sign, which is admittedly
-is in poortaste,reallyhavedetrimental
effects on the campus?" I can definitely respond 10 his question with a
resOWlding yes! The effects are nu-

electronic mail contact

Dear editor,

The Current"selectronic mail and bulletin board are in working order.
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Currents public bulletin

board.

First, log on to eMS on the University's computer network. This can

be accessed through Internet.
Next, mail to listserve@umslvam.umsl.edu. In the body of your note,
type sub current and then your full n a m e . .

.
After you have subscribe, to read or send mail to the bulletin board,
mail to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to

editor@umslvmaums/.edu.

I am writing in response to both the
letter to Tiger by Tom O'Keefe(Sigma
Pi member) and the editorial by Clint
Zweifel (issue 799). While there are
several issues I want to address, the
most important is that of the so called
"intent" of the Sigma Pi sign versus the
implication of such as sign.
While Mr. O'Keefe innocently
maintains that the intent was 10 "invite
[us] 10 a party," the implications of

The student voice
ofUM-St. Louis

merous. How about the psychological
effect that sign has on womyn (sic).
How about the men who look at the
sign and feel justified in thinking that
womyn (sic) are sex objects? The sign
treats womyn (sic) like objects, not
human beings who have more to offer
than just their body.
The Current policy states that
"editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the edilOrial staff."
I think: it is truly a said state of affairs
when the entire staff of our campus
newspaper can hold the same views as
an obvious misogynist such as Mr.
Zweifel. I shouldn't be surprised considering on one-third of the staff are
womyn (sic) including their adviser.
Out of the one-third, none hold positions of authority (like News Editor),
except for Cinde Poli who is the phoIOgraphy director. This paper is obviously an example of how womyn are
continually silenced in this society.
As for brother O'Keefe of the

Sigma Pi fraternity, I can happily say
that my fmding the sign offensive is
not the interpretation of one wOmyn
(sic). if you were out in the real world,
you and your entire fraternity wGUld
be brought up on charges of sexual
harassment
You said that your motivation for
putting up the sign was to invite the
members of our campus to a party. The
motivation of the sign isn't what offended me, the sign itself did. Whatever your motivation was, the interpretation is what counts. How people
felt when they walked past and saw the
sign is what counts. It's incredibly
upsetting 10 me thal your are not validating these sincere critiques of the
sign.
If your fraternity was truly sorry
for what was interpreted by th'e sign,
they could have went about showing it
a different way. Auacking me after I
made a plea to the womyn (sic) on this
campus only showed Sigma Pi's con-

such a sign are quite different
First of all, such a sign creates a'1
atmosphere in which men can feel free
to look at women as objects and receptacles of men's sexual urges, rather
than as hwnan beings. It is, in fact, just
this type of objectification that sends
men in the society the message that it
is okay 10 degrade, harass, abuse and
rape women. The is violence against
women,andSigmaPi,regardlessofits
"intent", is promoting it
Secondly, Mr. O'Keefe, your insincere and patronizing "apology" for
your "youthful enthusiasm" is equal to
the all too tiring excuse of "boys will
be boys." There is no excuse for sex-

ing ignorance of the subject, but also your
ism of any type.
In response 10 you, Mr. Zweifel, I deeply sexist attitudes. I can see, therewould flTSt like 10 make what to you no fore, why women's safety is not an issue
ce or relevance" to you.
likely will be a truly radical point of "impo
But to myself and every other woman
There are, in fact, "victiffis" of signs
like Sigma Pi's and the attitudes they on this campus, it isnot only relevant and
represent N arnel y, every woman born important, but vital. This is neither an
on this planet who must endure not issue of "free speech" nor of the "sexy
only the more overt forms of sexism legs" contest itself. Whether or not some
that you deem "Valid," but all the nu- women choose to take part in such a
merous forms of women's oppression . contest is a different matter entirel y.
For those of you who are concerned
which you choose 10 ignore. By what
means do youconsideryourseJf quali- with slOpping violence against women,
fied to say what is "true sexism" and there will be a demonstration Sept. 27 at
what isn't? Attempting 10 belittle this 2 p.m. in front of University Center.
issue by saying it has "no real implicaDana Long
tions" reveals not only your astonish-
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As I read the [letter1in this week's
paper (issue 798), I became enraged.
My feelings weren't toward the members of Sigma Pi fraternity or IOward
their action last Wednesday in displaying an advertisement for their annual "Sexy Legs" contest My madness
was directed IOward the writer of the
[letter]. I couldn't believe what I was
reading.
My advice for Tiger is get a life!
Don't you have some srudying or
something to do? Why don't you call

Anheuser -Busch and complain 10 their
marketing department and make areal
difference in society? After all, their
commercials contB.in scantily-clad
women in degrading siruations, unlike
the two bikini-clad women on the
. Sigma Pi lawn sign, Better yet, why
don't you call Diet Coke? The image
of women unabashedly panting over a
bare-chested man is far more degrading than two women in swimsuits. Or
are you the type of person who thinks
sexism only exists in the female sense?
I willagreewithTigeron one point
only. Sexism is prevalent in our soci-

Letters policy
The Current welcomes leUers ID the edllDr. LeUers should be kept brier. The
use of any material Is at the edllDr's dlscretiorL
Edlttng may be necessary {orspace and clarity. Ideas will not be altered, but
the editor will avoid obscenfty, Ubel and Irwasions of privacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The C!1lT'ent
FOfPurposes 0{ tJert{lcation, all letters must bear the writer's handwritten
slgnature, address, student Identl{lcation number and home or work telephone
number. If requested, all efforts will be made ID maintain the writer's anonymity.

tinued boyish manners, which perpetuated this matter further.
I would like to lastly give Sigma Pi
fraternity a lesson in the wOIkings and
definition of sexism. Brother O'Keefe
accused me of sexism and hating men.
By definition, brother O'Keefe, I cannot
be sexist because I don't have the power.
By power, I mean social, institutional,
fmancial and all others. Sexism denotes
power, and I do not have the power in this
country as an African American womyn
(sic). I can be prejudice toward men,
though. This, however, is not true. I can
honestly say that I definitely do not like
men who continue to playa part i.n the
systematic oppression of womyn (sic).
The Sigma Pi fraternity was wrong
in assuming that this was not a matter for
the Student Court, just like they were
""rong in putting up that sign.
Continuing the Fight,
Tonya A. Hutchinson, a.k.a Tiger

ety. Butitnotonly degrades what women
stand for, but also what men stand for.
However, itis not fOWld in the Sigma
Pi fraternity. I have been at UM-St. Louis
for over a year now and have known the
fraternity brothers all along. I have been
treated with great respect In fact, not one
degrading remark has been made about
women in my presence.
As I read the editorial, I sensed that
Tiger was very judgmental and certainly
jumped to conclusions about a group of
people she did not know. Before she
makes slanderous remarks about the entire Sigma Pi chapter over one advertisement, I advise her to spend a day with
them. They treat women equally and
hold us intelligent ones in great esteem.
Maybe they can teach you how 10
spend your time wisely, instead of try jng
to initiate a women's movement here at
UM-St Louis based on two girls in bikinis.
Tracy S. Gruenewald
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Sign from page 1

Touhill from page 1
In response to the timing and manner of notification about the hearing
Bartok said he followed procedure.
"By Student Court rules all they
need is a phone call."

Bartok said that the University
committee which issued sanctions
would,"no longer be addressing this
type of problem."
"TItis particular situation has been
handed to us," Bartok said.
In response to the charge that no
explanation was made over the phone,
Bartok disagreed with O'Keefe.
"I talked to two different people at
the fraternity. They knew what was
going on," he said. "Documented
charges are in their mailbox."
The documented charges consist
of the letter of complaint that
Hutchinson originally submitted to
Student Court.
Bartok said that the documented
charges were put in the fraternity's
mail box Sept 22, 1994.

ViceChancellor"Sandy"~Lean

said that he is glad the issue is being
handled in Student Court.
'1 encouraged Steve [Bartok] to
take care of the issue," Maclean said.
"People come to me and say, whydon't
you punish somebody, stop A or B, and
these things are in a grey area."
"This is opportunity to give both
sides an airing of their views. This is a
very substantial free speech issue. The
question is how far can the University
go?" MacLean said.
"This has got to be open [to all
groups concerned]."

sixth grade," Touhill said. "I believe
this is an important initiative for the
University, for local schools and for
the community."
Touhill said the willingness of
people to contribute to the University
is amazing.
"I am delighted about the fact there
are individuals who will contribute the
money to attract star faculty to the
campus in the field of education,"
Touhill said. "We expect that the University ofMissouri-St Louis will soon
become the main station along the
'highway of opJX)rtunity' that lv1r. Lee
has formulated."
The three endowed professorships
represent more than $3.2 million in
gifts to the University after each is
matched dollar-for-dollar by the state.

Fuhro from page 1
beginning of the summer semester, that
he was required to attend classes on a
minimum of a part-time basis to receive
any financial aid Fowler also said she
explained the terms of a University
loan that would cover the class and
offered Fuhro the loan.
"I offered what I could," she said.
"I thought it was sufficient We offered
hirnmorethanonealtemativetochoose

from. He just walked out [of the financial Aid Office] and said 'I'll see you in
court'"
. Fuhro said, though, that Fowler did
not adequately explain the terms of the
loan. He said he did not want to apply
for a loan when he was unaware of its
terms.
"She couldn't or she wouldn't tell
me what the interest rate or the pay

r
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! A M I PREGNANT ? I
FIND OUT FOR SURE.
.• FREE Pregnancy Testing
CRISIS
results
PREGNANCY •• Immediate
Completely confidential

CENTER

• Call or walk in

725~3150

447·6477

831·6723

227·5111

950 Francis PL
(St. Louis)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florusant)

510 Baxter Rd

back timeperioo was [on theloan]," he

said. "Shejustthrewtheformatmeand
said 'fill it out '"
Fuhro said his decision to voice
formal complaints was pushed by one
goal-to make the Fmancial Aid department more efficient and better organized He said the University has forgotten its most irnportantcustomer-the
student
"I think there's some real problems
in Woods Hall," Fuhro said. "I think
they're understaffed, overworked and
underpaid. Somehow they need to get
everything coordinated .. so that that
they are aware of which students are
disabled and where ADA applies and
where it doesn't
'T d like to see them get their act
together and if that takes a complaint to
where the federal government comes
down and fines them, that's rme too.
Sometimes you got to hit a mule over
the head with a two by four to get them
to do anything."

University of Missouri President's Report
Columbia
Kansas City
Rolla
Sf. Louis

$19,421
$8,361
$6,222
$4,504

Change FY 1993 -8.7%
Change FY 1993 -18 %
Change FY 1993 +.6 %
Change FY 1993 +9.7%

Gihs from page 1
given to the alumni.
"'The staffand volunteers have done
a great job of letting the alumni know
how imJX)rtant private gifts are to the
University," Brackhahn said "The extra
money can make the difference in
providing additional opportunity to attendUMR."
Brackhahn said being a University
that concentrates on science and tech-

The following criminal incidents
were reported to campus police
during the period of 8-22 to 9-20. If
readers have any information that
could assist the police investigation
they are urged to call 553-5155.
8-22
A staffperson reported that between
8-11-94,at2 p.m.,and8-22-94,at2:15
p.m., unknown persons took a desk
telephone from Room 529 Clark Hall.
8-23
A student reported being harassed
by a former boyfriend while in the
Underground cafeteria. On 8-30, the
defendant pled guilty and was sentenced
to seven days cormnement.
8-28

A subject was arrested for trespassing at7:34p.m., on East Drive near
Parking Garage "C".

(Ballwin)
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f 70)
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Monday Thru Friday
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"Scme Restrictions May />ppIy. Details
~n Stcre. Req.ires 1yr. ccrnmitrnEJlt

Ellfot Rich, President

(across from Craslwoo:i Plaza)

A student reported that on 8-30 Jefferson Library reponed losing her
between 5: 10 p.m., and 8:40 p.m., un- wallet in the building between noon .
known persons took boWl the frOnt and . and 4:50 p.m.
rear license plates from her vehicle
9-18
which was parked on the second level
A student reported that unknown
of parking Garage "D".
persons took her wallet from a pay
phone shelf after she forgot leaving it
9-4
A motorist's vehicle collided with there. The incident occurred at 7:30
a stop sign at 1:45 p.m. The incident p.m., outside the staff lounge, second
floor Social Science Building. The
occurred on the South Campus.
wallet was found and returned to its
owner.
9-5
A faculty member reported that
9-19
between 9-2 and 9-5, at 4:45 am, unA staff person reported losing a
known persons using a steel rod broke
out a rear window and took a box of Fanny Pack TypeB eJt on 9-14 between
books valued at $1,500. The vehicle 8 a.m. and 9 p.m., on Lot "L".
was parked on the flrst level of parking
9-20
Garage UN".
A staff pe.rson reJX)rts that license
plate tabs were stolen from the front
9-7
A student reported a pen;on posing and rear license plates of his vehicle.
as a photographer took photographs of The theft occurred between 9 am. and
her outside of the Thomas Jefferson 5 p.m. in the Parking Garage "C",
Library and in an empty classroom in Level 3.
the Social Science Building. The perCase Update
son touched the student in an inappropriate manner. On 9-8, an arrest was
9-21-93
made on the case. The arrested person
An arrest was made in the tamperwas charged with Assault 3rd Degree.
Warrants are to be applied for at the SL ing with an auto case. Warrants were
applied for and refused by the
Louis County Prosecutor's office.
Prosecutor's office in St Louis County.
9-17
A staff person from Thomas

Heat Included! 1 bedroom, 2 room efficiency, new appliances, new
carpet, some fumished. 6 months or 1 year lease. $285-$295. Or a
2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

per month*

Cellular & Paging

SOUTH

longlasting relationship with the community.
"Ultimately, the credit rests with
the community, which is committed to
public education and the unique role of
the University of Missouri-St Louis"

Apartment: $295

(CEnTRAl
9570 Watson Rd.

nology, UM-Rolla can especially use
the extra funds for equipment
'Weare focused to be the leader in
science and technology," Brackhahn
said. "And others see that vision to
make UMR the best in the nation."
But both Osborn and Brackhahn
agreed the two universities need to
continue their efforts to increase private gifts. Primarily, to maintain a

------------------------------------Campus Crime Campus Crime Campus Crime
-----------------------------------

9-1

-

Change FY 1991 +.7%
Change FY 1991 +3.9%
ChangeFY 1991 +26.7%
Change FY 1991 +70.7 %

7738 Springdale

(Hwy. 70 off 94)

SGAnnouncements
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at Stouffer Concourse
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Wedding
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Chuck Norman says ...This is who I am
Jack Dudek
of The Current staff

Chuck Norman. The mere mention
of his name produces images of billboards and bus-boards proclaiming his
call for" ... aGunFreeAmerica"You've
probably also seen billboards advertising his Christmas Parties, and those
signs with a sentence in a foreign languageon a white background. Buthave .
you ever seen Chuck Norman? Does
such a person exist?
If you listen to WGNU-AM 920,
which broadcasts from the 13th floor
(that's right, I said 13th) of the Senate
building off the park, you may have
heard him. Every Thursday from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. you can listen and even
talk to Chuck Norman as he broadcasts
his segment of the weekly radio show,
"The Party Line." WGNU is talk radio,
and Mr. Norman's on air time is spent
inviting listeners to call in and respond
to topics of interest.
"My flI'Stjob with radio was really

an accident," Norman said. In 1948.
Chuck Norman was selling coupon
books when his path crossed the offices
of WTMU. "The radio director of
W1MU was sold on my approach and
offered me a job selling radio time for
Saturday evenings," Norman said. "I

He bought WGNU-AM, and they
went on the air in 1961. Norman then
bought WGNU-FM in 1965, but he
sold it in 1978. "WGNU has between
twenty-five and thirty [radio] hosts on
staff," Norman said. "This is the largest
that I know of anywhere."

"The thing I want to do most is bring
abo~t awareness of the outlawing of guns. I
see no other reason for guns than to kill. "
-Chuck Norman

"I announced it over the air waves, and
received a much larger turnout than I
had expected. There was no charge for
admission. I invited all who heard me
and flipped the bill for it."
"Anywhere between $60,000 to
S70,(XX) are raised each year, and 1994
will be the 19-year anniversary,"
Norman said. He still "flips the bill" for
the parties though. There is now a small
charge for tickets, but he distributes
them to differenlorganizationsand they
retain the money they make from selling
them. Tickets can also be purchased
through Famous Barr or by calling
WGNU.
Norman's spreading of good will
and humanity doesn'toccur just once a
year; we see it every day. Wejustdon 't
know it because most of us can ' t read
Chinese or Russian or any other foreign language for that mattet. "Those
signs send a message of international
love," Norman said. "We love the
Chinese. We love the Russians.
Whatever language it's written in."

I went to a wedding Sept. 17. Well,
got my start \here."
By 1965, Chuck Norman began to
Chuck Norman
"Soon afterward," Norman said, "I notice a consistency in his callers. "The
I didn't go to a wedding, I went to a
When I asked him about the gun
needed a change."
reception. Two of my best friends got
same people where calling at the same
billboards, Norman smiled. "I guess
Sohe went to WIL-FM 92.3 , where time every day," Norman said. This
married to each other Sept. 14 (a
they are very popular," he said. ''The
Wednesday), and the reception was
he did much of the same thing.
observation spawned the Chuck
thing I want to do the most is bring
It was while Norman was at WIL Norman Christmas Party.
the following Saturday. I visited them
about awareness of the outlawing of .
that the idea of buying a radio station
the day after their wedding to give
''The idea behind the Christmas
began to interest him. "There were Party was so that the listeners could
them their gift, get the story on the big
many things I'd do better and change," finally meetoneanother."Normansaid.
day, and tease them a little by referring
see Norman, page 6
------------------------------------------------------------------~--. to them all night as Mr. and Mrs.
For reasons of their own, they decided to get married at the courthouse,
or city hall. Idon'trememberwhich. A
simple ceremony with the moms and
Don Bames, the. 1993-94 manag- simulated "Open Mike" on October 9
by Julie Earhart
some family in attendance. They loved
ing editor, was ecstatic when he heard for the Media Club of Canada, Inc.,
reporter
it Now they were busy finalizing things
~
during the club 's 90th anniversary celthe news.
fora reception for two hundred people.
ebration at the Cervantes Convention
Usually
at
this
time
of
year,
staff
This is all very different to me
Center.
members of LitMag are helping Nan
because I have never known anyone
some LitMag members
Sweet, the organization 's faculty adwho got married at the courthouse.
"/tshows high willLocally,
perform
November 18 at the
viser, rearrange her office to accomApparently alotof people do it though.
of
publishinglevel
Writer's
Voice,
the ·literary organizamodate leftover copies of last year's
I've often wondered about my own
tion
at
the
YMCA
in West County.
publication.
business acumen in
wedding day. It hasn't occurred yet,
A
reading
will
also be presented
This is not the case this year, though.
and I suspect there are some friends
estimating quantity
28
attheChancellor'sNoon
November
For the flI'St time in its lO-year
andfarnily who think it never will! But
Time Series.
history,
LitMag, UM-St. Louis' an- and quality that we
I think about it. And inevitably I think
LitMag has begun accepting subnual anthology of student, faculty and have never had
about it when I'm attending someone
missions
for the 1994-95 edition and
staff writings and artwork, has sbld
else's wedding, usually during a lull
before.
"
recruiting
additional staff members.
out. Not a single copy remains to be
midway through the ceremony .. \Vhat' s
Diana
Davis, acquisitions editor
sold. Zip. Zero. Not a one.
my wedding going to be like?
for
LitMag,
said, "The guidelines for
The 1993-94 edition, "Steps
Nan Sweet,
Fade out Fade in.
submitting
poetry,
prose and artwork
Astray", went on sale May 1, 1994,
I practice no religion, but I've
LitMag
faculty
won't
change.
But
details
about a new
after a highly successful release recepdreamt of getting married in a cathecategory
will
soon
be
announced.
Also,
adviser
tion and reading last April.
dral. Big formal deal with everybody
flyers
will
soon
appear
around
campus
The200-plus copies sold out before
in white. Nine groomsmen and as many
outlining the guidelines as a reminder
the
fall
semester was fully underway.
bridesmaids. Held in late spring after
for everyone. All students, faculty and
''I'm
really
quite
pleased
about
the
were
printed,
but
Three
hundred
copies
the rains have ended, and everything is
more than eighty were distributed at sell-out," Barnes said. "The magazine staff are encouraged to· submit their
blooming. Love and the celebration of
the reception and to University admin- was very readable and entertaining, work. We're looking for another
life all around. Everybody looking
and we put a lot of effort into the record-breaking year."
istrators.
scrubbed and fresh. Well attended but
The deadline for su bm itting en tries
selections
and production processes.
"It's
unprecedented,"
Sweet
said.
quiet and contained with whispers and
My only regret is that we don 't have is January 27. The submissions box is
"It
shows
a
high
level
of
publishinghushed silence over the beauty of the
business acumen in estimating quan- anymore to distribute at the upcoming located in the English departi:nent
thing. The wedding would be early in
tity and quality that we have never had events LitMag is scheduled to perform lobby, fourth floor Lucas Hall.
the afternoon, and the reception would
10TH ANN1VERSII.R y ISSUe
Note: an open mike is an event in
before. I am very excited for the staff; at. "
begin around 8. Then a white sand
"Steps Astray" has also gained in- which poets and writers in the
they
worked
diligently
to
produce
a
honeymoon. Someplace exotic and
ternational attention. Writers and staff audience voluntarily take the stage
SOLD OUT: "Steps Astray", LitMag's annual literary and arts maga- high caliber magazine. I think they
rare, devqid of Christian influence,
from 'the magazine will perform a and read their works.
succeeded
on
all
levels.
It'
s
fabulous."
zine, is the first edition to sell out in the organization's history.
with long sunsets and late mornings
and lots of fresh fruit.
Fade out Fade in.
An outdoor ceremony. Early fall in
a field in the hills. The grass is knee
high and golden and it's stretched towards the sun. The wind is light and
by Scott Lamar
as "Twenty-One" champ, guilt slowly
had "a face for radio."
carries the chatter of the crowds up and
associate features
The producers were concerned started to consume him. Meanwhile,
away. The sky is pale blue and spotted
with sagging ratings and believed Van congressional investigator Richard
with huge clouds that, when they pass
Robert Redford's "Quiz Show" is Doren was just the man to boost them Goodwin (played by Rob Morrow of
"It doesn1 matter to me. If you get
the sun, carry a shadow across the
a intriguing true story about how the back up with his good looks and fa- TV's "Northern Exposure") became
an A+ and an A- it evens out
field. It's lively and festive_ Everyone
suspicious of the show's legitimacy.
public was deceived to promote the
anyways."
is dressed casually but classy. Lots of
Goodwin's book, ''Remembering
interests of NBC and it's sponsor,
blues and blacks and whites for the
Chris Babich
America", was the basis for the script
Geritol.
gentlemen; the ~es in sun dresses. A
Junior
He
was
also
one
of
the
movie's
coThe central character in the movie ·... Redford's reparson rather than a priest. Live music
Biology
producers.
is Charles Van Doran, played by Ralph creation of the
and lots of kids. The reception would
Goodwin,
a
Harvard
Law
graduFiennes. Van Doren is a college indirectly follow the wedding, and it
ate, has a sharp eye for detail and
structor from a well-respected literary scandal is brilliant
would end with a few survivors stapersists in ferreting out what is going
family, who auditions for the show in and very
tionedcomfortably armmd a dying fire
on behind the scenes.
an attempt to supplement his teaching
"The thing can be good because if
entertaining.
that earlier had chased the darkness
He manages to confIrm his suspisalary.
you get an A+ and B+ then it's to
and warmed the air. The honeymoon
cions despite being badgered by the
VanDoren was smart He had a
your
advantage. But if you get an
would be solitary. A house in a valley.
disgruntled and often comical Stempel
degree in astrophysics and a master's mous last name.
Aor
a B- then it hinders you."
Nobody around for miles. A hot tub
VanDoren agreed to cheat as the throughout the investigation.
in English to his credit. Yet the producand a store of wine~ Plenty of firewood
Jennifer Lelp
Morrow's portrayal of Goodwin is
ers were not sure he could beat know- producers assured him that it would
in back and lots of jazz C.D.'s's in the
Junior
of
cool
and
casual,
which
makes
him
it-all Herb Stempel (John Turturro), a all be for the good of education.
SpecIal Education
rack.
fun
to
watch.
Aside
from
his
nasally
During VanDoren's lengthy reign
big, clumsy geek from the Bronx who
Fade out Fade in.
Bronx accent, he put forth an outstandAt the house of my bride's rich
ing performance.
father. A lawn party. Round table seatIt inevitably becomes clear that
"It stinks. I don't like it at ali. I think
ing rather than those ro~s of wooden
Van Doren is a fraud; however, the
it's elementary."
fold out cbaITs. Early spring. Plenty of
audience can't help but feel sorry for
Alysia Jones
tents in case it rains. Gray tuxes and
him.
Sophomore
white lace gowns. Extensively catered
''Twenty-One'' off'ershim a chance
Elementary Education
with waiters and a full bar and food till
to break out from behind his father's
it ends. Live music again, big band this
shadow (his father was aPulitzer-prizetime. A dance floor placed on the lawn
winning poet and sCholar) and achieve
and lots of artificial light A tour of
fame and glory on his own.
~~ITffililll
";··· ~ili!lffiI
.<;'. ; ~!!!!=.4
Europe for the honeymoon. (Why not?
Goodwin himself doesn't want to
Her dad's paying for it!) Maybe a
implicate Van DorefL He only wants to
"It seems fine to me. I never really
month. Rent a Mercedes and cruise for
nail the NBC big shots who lie to the ::;:.
thought
about it. I'm usually happy
.::.
awhile. Take the train sometimes if the
public.
if I pass."
distance is great Stay in sleepy village
"We were out to get TV, but TV
Jay Wombach
chateaus and big city hotels. Lots of
got us," Goodwin said.
Sophomore
shopping and good dinners. Theater
I feel Redford's re-creation of the
Computer Science
and entertainment, and firesides with
scandal is brilliant and very entertainwann drinks and breathtaking views. THE QUESTION IS: Is "Quiz Show" worth seeing? ing. "Quiz Show" is definitely worth
. seeing.

;?tcP?""l}M~,~r~Y

LitMag's "Steps Astray" sells out
a

" Quiz Show" a good show

t
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see Bel/s, page 6
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Sixth Annual Career Days th is week
Career Services brings
employers"to students
by Julie Pressman
reporter

With the help of sixty-seven private businesses and federal and state
employers, the Career Placement
Center and the Alumni Association
will host the sixth annual Career Days
on Tuesday, September 27 and
Wednesday , September 28 from 10
a.m . to 2 p.m. in the J.e. Penney
Building.
RepresenL3tives from such companies as McDonnell Douglas, Boatmen 's
Trust, Ralston Purina, Smith-Kline and
the Department of Justice Bureau of
Prisons will occupy tables stocked with
literature in rooms 72, 75, and 78 of
J.e. Penney. If the turnout is large
enough, the program will overflow into
an additional room or the lobby. Em-

"It's a chance
for ail students,
including
underclassmen, to
meet with employers
face to face and ask
questions about
careers and
companies. "
-Deborah Kettler, .
Director of Career
Placement Services
ployers will be on hand to answer questions about their companies and to speak
with potential recruits. They will also
talk to undergrad and graduate students
about possible openings in mainly entry level positions for analysts, accountants, biologists and others. Some
positions will take a wide range of
majors, while others will require more

specialized degrees.
Deborah Kettler, Director of Career Placement Services at UM-St.
Louis, said many companies use Career Days as a pre-recruiting tool rather
than as a fust step in the screening
process. Although some students repon acquiring jobs from a Career Days
contact, the main
purpose behind
event, according
to Kettler, is to
inform students
of job market futures and employersaboutfuture work force
a~ailability. She
also stresses that
Career Days can
be beneficial to
UM-Sr. Louis
freshmen and
sophomores
because it can
help
them
choose courses
and majors that
best suit their
career goals.

,

I

September 27, and

Career Services teaches
students job search skiUs

Wednesday,

by Jack Dudek

September 28

of The Cwrent staff

Event: Career Days
When: Tuesday,

Times: 10 am. to 2
Where:

p.m.

J.e. Penney
Building

Sponsored by: Career
Services

J

The year is 1969, and the summer
is hOlter than ever. Carefree and youn g
is America You've just graduated from
college, so what are you going to do
now? Go to Disney Land? No. You 'll
probably go to work for dad and like it.

photo: Cinde Poli

"It's
a KEEP IT SIMPLE: UM -St. Louis student Myrtle A Howard utilizing the Resume Expert
chance for all program available at the Career Services office in 308 Woods Hall
students, including underNow the year is 1994, and theenviclassmen, to meet with employers
ronment is more recyclable than ever.
face to face and ask questions about and dress in casual business attire.
The event is open exclusively to You've just graduated from college
careers and companies. It's the
student's opportunity basically to test UM-St. Louis students, staff and and you stan your new job Monday
the water; to see what's oul there. alumni. Those wanting to see a list of morning.
What do you mean you don't have
Many of these employers also look attending employers or to ask quesfor interns and co-op students," tions may visit 308 Woods Hall or call ajob?
Well, Career Placement Services,
553-5111 and speak to a member of
Kettler said.
located
on campus in 308 Woods Hall,
the
Career
Placement
staff.
Students can expect to talk to any
is
there
to
help you avoid that situation.
"Students
really
need
to
take
adspecific employer an average of one to
Deborah
A. Keltler, Director of
vantage
of
Career
Days
because
they
five minutes depending on the preCareer
Placement
Services at UM-St.
don'
tgetmany
opportunities
when
they
paredness of the student, Kettler said.
Louis,
says,
"Students
need to stan
are
in
the
job
market
to
meet
with
Although she encourages all students
early.
When
they
are
sophomores
or
on
an
informal
basis
to
ask
employers
to attend no matter what they bring or
juniors
would
be
ide.al."
Kettler
sugwear, Kettler suggests that students questions aboutcareers,jobs and their
.gests~.hatstudents begin the job "earch
bring several copies of their resume future," Kettler said.

A lbert Brooks

gests that students begin the job search
at least two semesters before their
graduation. And it's pretty easy to get
started.

Draft a resume, begin practicing
intervie\ving skills, and stan finding
out what companies are offering the
type of career you have chosen to pursue.
"Preparation is the key," Kettler
said. And that preparation can stan at
Career Placement Services. Approximately 2,000 people use the service
now, and in 1992, sixty-one percent of
the totalcJass utilized the serv ice. (1993
statistics are still being prepared.) And
within six months after graduation,
eighty-one percent of the users found
jobs.
Kettler attributed the success of the
program to the amount of employers it
has on line-250-and the accessibility the service offers users to information on the latest job openings. She also
praised the Cooperative Education
program for its efforts.
"The job hotline is open 24 hours a
day, and it is only open to those who are
registered through the Career Placement Services program . The hotline
gives the latest job openings and recei yes abou t 550 calls per man th ." The
Cooperative Education program has
258 of its 500 applicants employed
presentlY,anumbersignificantly higher
than the national average of thirtythree percent.
When asked about resumes, Kettler
said, "The office gives each participant
a Resume Expert disc. It will do everything for the student from formatting to
font and style. Employers want some
uniformity in resum es. They want
something simple. But we are here to
help not only in the resumes but also
with interviewing skills, cover letters,
and most importantly, job leads."
"Don't wait [until you've graduated," Kettler said, "by then it's too
late." Get to the Career Placement Services office as early as possible to
begin securing the future you are P3Ying so dearly for now.

Beiis from page 5
Fade out. Fade in.
Nothing planned. A quick ceremony in early summer. A week's
notice to family and friends. The ceremony at a little chapel. A reception
with beer and soda and simple foods at
a friend's house. Everybody playing dj
with the guy's stereo. Lots of real conversation, kids running wild and men
playing horseshoes and washers in the
back yard and poker inside. It would
stan around 4 and go until 4 the next
morning, with a dozen pizzas at midnight and a lot of people spending the
nighl The honeymoon wouldbea week
long cruise in the Mediterranean, with
a few days in Greece before and after.
Fade out.
By now the ceremony usually picks
up,and I rattle myself back into reality,
smiling with anticipation to kriow how
it will really be. Many married men
have told me, "Don, I'll tell ya' what
kind of wedding you're gonna havethe kind that she wants to have." .
Well, hopefully the woman I marry
will be more considerate of my feelings
and take into account that I have dreams
about my wedding day, too.
And I may be lucky if she lets me
choose my Ol\in clothes.

Norman from page 5
guns. I see no other reason for guns
than to kill." When asked if he thought
the signs were working, Norman said,
"For a brief and quick moment someone thinks about it; they stan to understand. I think it sends a great message
and a great ideal."
Chief Clarence Hannon of the St.
Louis City Police Deparonent demonstrated his deparonent's appreciation
of Norman's efforts through the billboards by presenting him with a Special Citizen's Award.
Chuck Norman has lived in St.
Louis all of his life,and it doesn't look
like he's going to move any time soon.
In his apartment/office, across the hall
from the WGNU offices,Norman likes
to spend some of the day caring for his
three beautiful cats. "Cats do three
things during the day. They eat, they
clean themselves, and they sleep.
They're like humans."
Yes, Mr. Norman, only sometimes
they're smarter.

Brendan Fraser

He was praying
for a miracle.
What he got was
Steve Nebraska.
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Money, greed
taking over
sports leagues
by Rob Goedeker

associate sports editor
Greedy: "Wanting and taking all
that one can get, with no thought of
other's needs."

page 7
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RiverlTIen splastt mud on Vikings
by Ken Dunkin
reporter
Weather conditions played a
major role in the UM- St. Louis
Rivermen victory over the Missouri
Valley Vikings Sept. 22.
Rain poured down on the players
as the game began, and the field
became unable to hold the water.
Large spots of water were spread
throughout the field, and it took it's
toll on the players.
'The field took away our passing
game, it really limited what we could
do," Kevin Smith said. "Every time
we turned around we were in mud or
a puddle."
"It's hard to playa fmesse game
on that [type] field," John Quante
said.
The win was very convincing.
The defense crushed any offensive
attack the Vikings mounted. The
Rivermen held them shotIess in the
first half. The Vikings fmally got a
shot off 50 minutes into the game on
a weak cross. In all, they finished
with a total of six shots.
"I thought all of our backs played
well," Coach Tom Redmond smd.
"Mike Hampton, Joe Carrol, Kevin
Steiniger, and Ken Henry all did a
terrific job."
Redmond got several players off
his bench in the game, and they had
a vast influence in the game.
"J was pleased in the second half

All one has to do is read between
the lines, and they will be able to see
what money is doing to professional
sp:>rts.
It's hard for us, as fans, to understand how the owners and players can
be so greedy, that they forget to think
about thefans and those who workfor
them. All the peopl~ who worked as
ushers or in concessions are without
jobs, and they don't belong to a Union
like the baseball players do.
What's going to happen to the
future ofprofessional Sp:>rts in a steady
growing market? Most people feel
that all professional sports will eventually be effected with problems of by Pete Dlcrlspino
money.
sports editor
Greed has already claimed
baSeball's fate, and a threat of a hockey
Mandy Nichols scored with 28
lockout by the owners is stillloo~g.
minutes left in the game and it turned
. With baseball gone, and now
out to be the wmner as DePauw
p:>ssibly hockey, sports fans and the University heid on to beat the UMmedia are going to give more of their Sl Louis women's soccer team 2-1
attention to other sports , like college last Thursday.
sp:>rts, and that is what scares me.
The game was played in rainy
Every year college sports become conditions, and the Don Dallas field
more popular with sports fans across at UM-St. Louis looked more like a
the country. The market for college
mud volleyball court than a soccer
sports is definitely growing and so is field.
the opportunity for greedy money"The field had to be tough for the
makers to collect a profil
players to play on, but both teams
I feel the more college sports be- had to play on 11," Head Coach Ken
come like a business, the less athletes Hudson said. "1 don't think the
will focus on their education, which is conditions effected us as much as
suppose to be the reason why they are everyone not giving it their all."
"It was bad. Every time you got
in college in the fIrst place.
"The unfortunate part of the to the ball it went flying," midfielder
money and the greed is that the athletes
.are playing just to get the name of the
school on their shirt and are not going
to school fortheeduration," saidUMS1. Louis Softball Coach Harold
Brumbaugh.
UM-St Louis Athletic Director
and basketball Head Coach Rich
Meckfessel doesn't think that college
sports will ever grow into a business
like professional sports.
'1 don't think: college sports "",ill
ever replace professional sports, no
matter how bad the pro (professional)
owners and players botch-up the labor
relations," Meckfessel said.
In the futur;e,. Meckfessel thinks
that college athl\~ ~ght be ~~ to
play sports, in atl~tJ.On to recelVlng
scholarship modey .. He said players
already receIve a' laundry payment of
about 15 dollar~ It month iDcluded
into their schoIa-rsJrips.
Although th:'!Ie are problems associated with money, college sports
can benefitfrom.additional funding if
it is used efficie!ftly.
College spc:rts are generating a.
healthy sum of j'evenue as a result of
the TV conttact.'i that are signed with
the Natiortal Co,llegiate Athletic Association (NCAIA) for football and
basketball. If alld>cated fairly, college
athletes could r~eive more money
for scholarships.; Brumbaugh hopes
to see that happe .
'1 think the should be moremoney for scholt hips available, if
anathletemaintall saiegitimateGPA,

victory far from the Vikings thoughts.
"It took us a while to get going,
their game plan was obvious from the
start. They were going to pack it in
and play a counter attack game,"
Redmond said. "We needed to be
patient and work the ball around. It
took \1S the first 15 minutes to do that.
I am pleased with our patience and
effort on a tough day."
Quante agreed With the coaches
statement. "We played well and
dommated the game."
The great thing about the game is
Mark Lynn got some rest whIle
playing. Due to the great defense the
Vikings only got off one quality shot,
which he blocked and deflected to a
Rivermen defensive player.
Last Sunday, Sept. 25, the
Rivermen beat up on Kentucky
Wesleyan. They rolled to a 11-0 victory, their third highest scoring total
since 1974 when they scored 12 and
18 goals in consecutive garnes.
The Rivermen are now 5-1-1
Photo' Cinde Poli
The Rivermen have come to the
RIVERMEN STAY AFLOAT: Riverman defender Ken Henry prepares to take control of the ball iri a game against part of the season where every team is
Washington University Sept 8 . Despite the dreary weather Sept. 22, the Rivermen prevailed by the score of 3- tough. This Friday, they play rival
Oakland m the Vess/Gaffney Classic,
O. Riverman goalie Mark Lynn made four saves and recorded his fifth shutout of the season
and they play again Sunday agamst
at the job Kevin Smith and Mike Quante showedgrearhustle by Skip Birdsong, right side of the goal. The goalie froze Gannon. Both games are importantto
the success of the team.
did," Redmond said. "We put them in as he chased down a pass that was in his tracks, and the shot flew in.
"If everyone comes to work hard
Quante put m the second goal with
attacking positions, positions we haven't kicked toward the comer and crossed
played them at before. They did a very itto in front of the goal. The pass went Rick picking up the assist. Smith added at practice, we will be prepared,"
past several players including Todd the final goal mid-way through the sec- Quante said about playing Oakland.
gocxljob."
The team also played well offen- Rick. While the goalie was looking at ond half. He shot from 15 feet out, on a "Coach Redmond will have us ready
sively m the 3-0 win. The first goal Rick, Carroll headed the ball to the cross from Rick, to put the hopes of for the game."

Riverwomen drop third
straight game, fall to 4-3-1

see Colu npage 8
I

\

Effort was the key word missing
for the Riverwomen in the first ten
minutes of the first half.
The Tigers came out and took the
play to the Riverwomen and had the
better scoring chances. Forward Stacy
Forster had two breakaways in the
"We have some
first 17 mmutes of the game. On the
people going through
first one, she sent a shot just wide of
the motions and it's
Riverwomen goalie Amy Abernathy,
andon the second one, the ball slipped
not helping US."
. off her foot
- Ken Hudson,
"We're not playing smart right
head women's soccer now. We have opportunities to do
things and we're lazy, we stand
coach around,"
Hudson said. "When we play
smarter were a good team."
up.
The Tigers took the lead 12 mm"We have some people going through utes into the game as forward Carla
the motions and it's not helping us," Fritz scored on a comer kick shot off
Hudson said. "It has to be a total team a Riverwomen defender passed
efforL"
Abernathy. The Riverwomen looked

Lori Lueddecke said.
Team lapses and defeQsive miscues
lead to both of the Tigers goals, and the
Riverwomen had a tough time catching

Photo' Clnde

Poli

LOSING THEIR TOUCH : RivelWoman goalie Julie Sachse kicks the ball
upfield at the Kickoff Classic on Sept. 9. After starting the season with a
record of 4-0-1, the RivelWomen have lost three games in a row .
tlmid when the ball came into their goal
box.
"One of our players ducked, and
two others just stood. there," Hudson
said. "It went off one of our players and
went into the goal."
Fritz almost made it 2-D a few min-

utes later, but she fanned on her shot,
and the Riverwomen escaped for the
moment.
The RiverWomen had only a

see DePauw page 8

Swimmers ready to
dive into new season
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor
Going in to her 10th season as Head
Coach of the UM-St. Louis Swimming
Team, Mary Liston is hoping to bring
some new talent and added experience
to this years swimming team, and put
asi-cle last season's pertonnance.
"Last year was not one of our great
seasons," Liston said, "but we had a
couple of very good individual performances."
UM-Sl Louis finished the season
with a 1-8 record. They placed second
at the Hawk Relays ill Chicago, TIl.,
fifth at the Mideast Classic in Indianapolis,Ind., and fifth at the Indianapolis
Invitational.
UM-St. Louis has 11 swimmers
returning from last years team and 13
new swinuners will join the crew this
year. With 7 more swimmers than a
year ago, this season UM-SL Louis has
enough swimmers to fill-up nearly all
of the 18 events.
"It's rilce to have a big team to
choose from, even if they 're not all
franchise SWimmers," Liston said.
Liston said that she is still looking
to recruit another breaststroke swimmer
for next year, so she can take some
pressure off Thorn Bick, UM-St Louis'
only breaststroker for this year.
"That event (breaststroke) is so im-

portam, and if the one breaststroker
you have gets hurt, it's kind of like not
having a center," Liston SaId. "You
don 't need too many of them, but you
defmitely need a hack-up."
This years' tearn should be faster
and much more balanced than last
years'. Liston saJ.d a better balanced
team will be the biggest difference
noticed by their competition.
"Historically, we've been known
primarily as a sprint tearn," Liston
said, "but this yearwe're going to have
more distance sWimmers."
Liston has always been known to
bring good young talent into her program, and it looks like she has accomplished that once again.
Freshmen Trevor Bilhom and Clif
Morlan are great addiuons to the team .
"They both have been swimming
since they were young," Liston said.
"So they have 8 to 9 years of experience already under their bell"
Com bined with last years' talented
freshmen squad of Thorn Bick and
Bnan Widener, to name a few , Liston
feels UM-Sl Louis will have added '.
depth and experience.
She said being an experienced
swimmer IS more than just knowing
how to race.

see Swim page 8
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"Experience only comes into play
because they know how and when to
work out and how important it is to
practice," Liston said. "Anybody can
swim from one end of the pool and
back, but you need the experience to
understand the importance of training
on a day-to-day basis."
Liston said even though the majority of competition swimming is an individual effort, there has to be team
unity to have a successful season.
"Leadership in the pool is something that has to come from everybody," Liston said.
Here's a look at the 94-95 UM-St.
Louis Swimming team.
Returning Swimmers

Men:

"Leadership in
the pool is something
that has to come from
everybody. "
-Mary Liston,
head swimming
coach
Sophomore Thorn Bick (Hazelwood Cenrral). Did an outstanding job
last year in the breaststroke competition.
Being the only breaststroke swimmer
on this years squad, he has his work cut
out for him.
Sophomores Kelly Droege and
Brian Widener (both from Cotton Grove
H.S . in Oregon), and Jeremy Mirth
(Hazelwood Cenrral)
Juniors Scan Calhoun and Adam
Stirrat (both from Parkway North)
Senior Andy Hilmes (Lindbergh).
Hilmes season is in limbo due to a
camping accident.
Women:
Sophomores Valerie Fowler
(Mehlville) and Heather King
(McCluer)
Junior Laura Grix (Hazelwood
East) and Senior Jodie Passwater

couple offensive chances in the fIrst
(Lafayeue)

half.

Lettermen Lost:

Midfielder IvIischelle Gill had a
shot sail over the net, and defender
Jennifer Frohlich just missed Tammi
Madden with a pass in the Tigers goal
box.
In the second half, Riverwomen
forward Jenni B urton tried to take the
team on her shoulders. She began to
penetrate in the Tigers' end and was
setting-up some chances. Fifteen
minutes in, she made a great pass into
the Tigers goal crease, but no teammate could get to it.
Two minutes later,Nichois tipped
home a centering pass from Fritz on a
pretty play, and the Tigers built theiT
lead up to 2-0.
"The players are not communicating as good as they should, " Hudson
said. "The main thing is we're just
playing stupid."
"I think a lack of communication
isabig thing,"Lueddeckesaid. "We're
all trying, no one wan ts to go out there
and lose."
Burton seemed like she didn't
want to lose. She turned up the speed
and beat defender KatiReid down the
left side of the field. Tiger goalie Lis
Jaskublisin slide out to stop Burton,
but B urton also slide beating
Jaskublisin to the ball and went up top
for her sixth goal of the year.
"Jenni worked her tail off, she
worked hard all night," Hudson said.
."If1 could find somebody to work
up top with her, it would be easier on

Dave Roither. He wa~ a good buttertly swimmer, but Liston thinks she
has some swimmers who are faster.
Roither contributed more than just
swimming while at UM-St Louis. He
was vice- president of the Student Govemment Association for two years. He
is currently continuing his education in
England.
Michelle Brink. She swam the
freestyle and the backstroke. She was
the captain of the women's squad. She
graduated with an accounting degree.
Not Returning:

her."
The Riverwomen ' s best chance to
tie the game came with six minutes left
in the game. The Riverwomen had a
free kick and Madden just sailed her
shot over the top of the goal.
The Tigers held on from there and
didn't let the Riverwomen come close
to scoring as they improved their record
to 6·2. The Rivenvomen dropped their
third straight game falling to 4-3-1.
So what needs to be done to stop
the losing streak?
"We have to put out the effort and
work hard all the time," Hudson said.
"It's not like alight switch that you can
tum off and on."
Needless to say, the Rivenvomen
will be hard at work the nextcouple of
days in practice," Hudson said. "We
have to work on movement with the
ball and playing it in deep. The garneis
simple, they just have to use their heads
out there and do it"
"We have to work on working the .
ball around betLer and staying with the
player were defending," Lueddecke
said.
The Ri verwomen only 14 players . .
Some players are sick, plus a couple
have nagging injuries. However, the
team has talent and will win their share
of games. They just need learn to play
as a tearn and play hard for 90 minutes,
and good things will happen.
The Riverwomen look to end their
losing streak Tuesday ,Sept 27 at home
against Fontbonne. Game time is set
for 7 p.m.

Doug Wilding, Will Edens, and
Ben Koeneker are all academically ineligible.
Angela Wilkins. Transferred to
Tulane University with a $17,000 per- I
year scholarship for architecture. Con- I
gratulations!
"We hated to lose her as a swimm~r , but we 're so happy for her," Liston
said.
New Comers:
Men:
Freshman Trevor Bilhom (parkway West). Won stale in the 200-yard
freestyle as a Junior in High School.
Was placed second last year in the 200yard freestyle and loo-yard butterfly.
Freshmen Clif Morlan (Missoula,
Mont.)andPierce Cole (Lafayette) both
Photo: Cinde Poli
swim in the 200 and 500-yard freestyle.
Both could possibly swim in the DOWN THE STRETCH: Swimmers Kelly Droege (left) and Adam Stirrat
breaststroke.
(right) are preparing for their first meet against Northeast Mo. on Oct. 28.
Freshman Jeremy Blanke
(Hazelwood Central). He also pJ:lyed
baseball for Hazelwood Central.
on, (SL Charles West) and Kathleen
Fre shmen
Loren Shelton Westfall. Westfall won'tbeabletoswim
(Hazelwood East).
until next semester.
Sophomores Scott Braswell
Sophomore Jamie Roberts
compiled by Pete Dicrispino
(McCluer North) and Ryan Peth (Ritenour). Walk-on transferred from
Rivermen and Riverwomen soccer players
(Hazelwood West).
RockhursL
Junior Chad Fow ler (transfer from
UM-St. Louis swimming tea.rri is
UM-Columbia). Heis the older brother unisexual. The women compete as part
Lori Lueddeke. midfielder- Lueddeke is quie.tJy becoming one of the Riverwomen 's steady performers. She
of teammate Valerie Fow ler.
of them en's swimming team in all dual
plays the defensive midfield spot and is one of the team's most reliable defenders. Should only improve as the
Senior Dave Snead (McCluer).
meets. They actually compete against
season goes on.
men in the duel meets, but not in the
Tammi Madden, midflelder/forward- Madden is only a freshmen , but is being counted on to contribute more
Women:
invitationalmeel~. In invitational meets
offensively. She will get a look in the next couple of games at forward along side leading SCorer Jenni Burton.
Freshmen Laura Freeman, walk- women compete against other women.

The Current Players to Watch

I

Kevin Smith, forward- Smith is starting to tum it on offensively for the Rivermen. He scored his fIrst goal of

See For Yourself
You are' cordially invited to attend
a Contact Lens Open House
Thursday evening
September 29, 1994
5pm to8pm

the season last Thursday. He should get more chances as teams are starting to double cover leading scorer todd
Rick..
Mark Lynn, goalie- Lynn has five shutouts in 6 games for-the Rivermen. He continues to be the backbone of
the tearns defense and opponents are fIncEng it hard to get anything by him.
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IMMIGRATION
QUESTIONS
D. Warren Hoff
attorney-at-law

920-2164·
Free initial consultation

Our clinic' doctors 'and staff
will be on hand.to personally
answer your questions
• Receive a contact lens screening
• Tryon a contact lens
• Tour the clinic facility
• Learn about possible participation
in on-going contact lens studies

"•

.-

Make A
Difference
We have several part-time positions open.
Individuals will provide direct care for persons
with autism and other disabilities in various city
and county locations. Evening and weekend
shifts are. available.

• RECREATION COACHES
• RESPITE PROVIDERS
• BEHAVIOR COACH
• PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
• OVEHNITE ASSISTANTS
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA orGED required.
Experience in direct care or in working with
individuals with MRIDD preferred.

University Eye Center
First Floor Marillac Hall
7800 Natural Bridge '
553-5116
Sponsored by the University of Missouri/St Louis
School of Optometry Contact Lens Service

YOU can apply by completing ·
an application at:
JUDEVINE CENTER FOR AUTISM
1101 Olivette ExecuUve parkway
. Suite 100
St. Louis, MO 63132'·
or Call:

432-6200

but I don't think athletes should be paid
anything more than what their given
now," Brumbaugh said.
He feels that any extra funding gerierated should go to all NCAA schools
and not just those in Division 1. With
more money, schools would be able to
allocate more scholarship money to less
adequately funded programs. UM-St
Louis' softball, tennis, swimming and
golf teams would benefit greatly, since
they are currently operating on shoestring budgets.
.
The growing market for college
sports may be beneficial to colleges and
athletes across the country, but where
there 's money, there's greed close behind. For the sake of college spons and
the athletes, I hope the NCAA will be
careful with its decisions on how they
manage their money. They should let
the money work for them, and, if possible, not let the greed work against
them.

Make waves with
The Current
call today p53-5174

REGISTtRTO
VOT,S!
a registration

